Your Single Source for Source Equipment

- VACUUM PUMPS
- AIR COMPRESSORS
- COMPLETE SYSTEMS

Hospitals and Laboratory Facilities

TOTAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT
To support your operation, our supporting website, www.ohiomedicalparts.com, provides key source equipment information: dimensional drawings of all pumps and compressors, lists of key service parts and accessories, and a troubleshooting section for typical air and vacuum system problems.

For more information, call 866.549.6446
Our **OIL SEALED ROTARY VANE PUMPS** range in size from ¾ to 25 HP. Also available with liquid cooling option.

**FILTER KITS AND REBUILD KITS** for Busch® vacuum pumps. We also stock standard and synthetic vacuum pump oil for immediate delivery.

Motor mounted **LIQUID RING PUMPS**, from 3 to 20 HP, fit on most vacuum systems.

**OIL-LESS ROTARY CLAW VACUUM PUMPS** range from 3 to 30 HP.

For more information, call 866.549.6446
Replacement **SCROLL AIR ENDS** , available in low pressure (115 psi) and high pressure (140 psi) models. These fit on most medical and lab scroll systems.

**OIL-LESS SCROLL COMPRESSOR MODULES** provide key components mounted on a formed base. Included are the air end, motor, drive belt, belt guard, aftercooler, and relief valve.

**OMC OIL-LESS PISTON COMPRESSOR MODULES** offer cost effective replacements for older air compressors. Included are the compressor, motor, belt, guard, aftercooler, temperature switches, and unloader. Sizes range from 3 to 30 HP.

**DESiCCant DRYERS**, up to 177 CFM, feature easy to service desiccant cartridges. The optional energy savings feature helps to minimize purge air.

**REFRiGERATION DRYERS** are also available in sizes from 20 to 325 CFM.
MULTIPLEX MEDICAL AIR SYSTEMS are fabricated on modular bases and are expandable for future requirements. Desiccant dryers feature dew point sensitive switching, minimizing purging of air.

LOW MAINTENANCE OIL-LESS ROTARY CLAW VACUUM SYSTEMS can be tank or stack mounted. All models can be equipped with a variable frequency drive as an option.

QUIET RUNNING SCROLL AIR SYSTEMS are offered with either low or high pressure compressors. They range from space saving tank mount models to modular stack mount multiplex versions. The panel is fitted with quick connects to compressors and dryers.

ROTARY VANE SYSTEMS offer compact design and high efficiency. Smaller pumps can be mounted on a vertical tank to save floor space. Larger pumps, up to 25 HP, can be stack or base mounted. Dry running vane pumps are also available.